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Abstract
We propose to generalize Bekenstein model for the time variation
of the ne structure \constant" αem to QCD strong coupling constant
αS . We nd that, except for a \ne tuned" choice of the free param-
eters, the extension can not be performed trivially without being in
conflict with experimental constraints and this rules out αS variability.
This is due largely to the huge numerical value of the QCD vacuum
gluon condensate when compared to the mass density of the universe.
1 Introduction
The time variation of fundamental constants may provide a connection be-
tween cosmology and particle physics. Early suggestions can be traced to




were discussed far afterwards. These can be classied to either \phenomeno-
logical" models [2, 3, 4] or models providing a natural theoretical framework
in terms of higher-dimensional theories like Kaluza-Klein [5, 6] and string
theories [7, 8] or based on rst principles such as the Bekenstein model for
em variability [9]. Actually, Bekenstein model for electromagnetism is so at-
tractive because it is based on very general assumptions: covariance, gauge
invariance, causality and time-reversal invariance of electromagnetism as well
as the idea that the Planck-Wheeler length (10−33cm) is the shortest scale
allowable in any physical theory. The very generality of these assumptions
guarantee the applicability of the scheme to other \gauge" interactions such
as the strong forces if, in fact, they separate cleanly from other interactions
in the presence of a variable unifying coupling constant. To date we know
of no \gauge-principled" analysis for the variability of the strong coupling
constant and the object of this letter is to provide just such a study. In
particular we will apply Bekenstein scheme to QCD since its assumptions
are still valid for the strong interactions and nd, contrary to the case of
electromagnetism, that it is the vacuum, when compared to matter, which
plays the dominant role as a source of variability.
2 Analysis
Our starting point is the QCD Lagrangian with a varying coupling \constant"
LQCD = L + Lg + Lm





 (f)(iγµ@µ −Mf + g0(x)Aµγµ) (f)(1)
where Gµν = Gµνa t
a, Aµ = Aµat
a , [ta; tb] = ifabctc , Mf is the f-flavour
quark mass and where, follwing [9], we introduced a classical scalar gauge-
invariant and dimensionless eld (x). The varying coupling constant is given
by g(x) = g0(x) where g0 is a constant and we require our theory governing
 to be scale invariant.
In order that the action be invariant under  !  0 = U (U = e−itaθa(x)),
we nd that Aµ ! A0µ = UAµU−1 − ig0 (@µU)U−1 while the gluon tensor






ν)− @ν(Aaµ) + g02fabcAbµAcν ] (2)
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Similar to the electromagnetic case, it is the time reversal invariance which
excludes the GG term from the free gluon action while, concerning the









where we merely require the scale length l to be no shorter than the Plank-

















aγν = 0 (4)
then with respect to , we get


























Substituting (4) in (5) we obtain
















This equation is analogous to the electromagnetic case but while, in elec-
tromagnetism, only matter acted as a source for both terms, by contrast, in
QCD we can drop the rst term working in the chiral limit Mf  0 and, more
importantly, should include the vacuum contribution to the energy density
in the second term. Approximating the mass in the universe by free protons
we can write






h0 j Gµνa Gaµν j 0i −
∑
nucleons











where m is the mass density of the universe and where the matrix element
A(2)g is dened for the twist-2 operator by
hN j Tr(Gµ1νGµ2ν)− traces j Ni = A(2)g (pµ1pµ2 − traces) (8)
and has the physical meaning of the part of nucleon momentum carried by
gluons.
Assuming homogeneity and isotropy for an expanding universe, and so












where a(t) is the expansion scale factor. Since the gluon condensate takes
into account quantum fluctuations of the vacuum it is natural to consider


















where Ωm,Λ is the cosmological density parameter corresonding to the mass
and the cosmological constant respectively.
3 Results and Conclusion
The matrix element A(2)g can not be computed perturbatively and experi-
ments give it the value of 0:48 [10] while for the other non-perturbative quan-




G2 j 0i  (0:012 0:004)GeV 4
where the operator G2 is renormalized at the \natural" scale 1GeV cor-
responding to the matching condition of the sum rules to avoid the ap-
pearance of large radiative corrections. In order to evaluate hG2i we take
QCD = 125 25MeV consistent with the range of values used in QCD sum
rules [12] implying, to leading log, S(1GeV ) = 0:336  0:0323 and so we
nd
hG2i  (0:112 0:048)GeV 4
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we nd, here, a strikingly exotic predominance of the QCD vacuum over
matter and we can neglect the mass term altogether in equation (9). By


































where tc is an unknown free parameter.
In order to evaluate the above relation for today we need laboratory
bounds on the variation of the strong coupling constant. Here, we can use a
large number of data from various high energy processes ordered by increasing
energy scale of the measurement as follows:  decay, GLS sum rule, QQ
lattice, deep inelastic scattering, R(e+; e−), Pt(w), e+e− event shape and Z
width, giving in all a weighted average to QCD equal to 195  65 MeV in
the year 1994 [13] and 208  25 MeV in the year 1999 [14]. This allows us
to take, up to leading log terms, the laboratory bound j ˙

jtoday= 12 j α˙SαS j<
4:10−2yr−1. If we assume, plausibly, tc of the order of t0  1010 yr  H−10
and take Ωm = 0:25, ΩΛ = 0:75 we nd, pushing l down to near its minimum
allowable value l
LP
 1, a constraint on j t0 − tc j< 10−25yr which is highly
strange barring a \ne tuning" situation.
For the purpose of rening the analysis, let us substitute equation (10)












[x coth x− x0 coth x0 − xc coth x+ xc coth x0
+ sinh xc cosh xc coth x− sinh xc cosh xc coth x0] (12)
where x = 3
2
p
ΩΛH0t and x0(xc) is x evaluated at t0(tc).
Now, we can use astronomical and geophysical data giving bounds on the
variation of S ranging over longer periods of time. In fact, the authors of
[2] have derived a relation between the shift in the half-life of three long lived
 decayers (187Re;40 K and 87Rb), measured in laboratory or by comparison
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with the age of meteorites, and a possible temporal variation of the funda-
mental constants em;QCD and GF . In this work we attribute the change
uniquely to QCD and so we get a bound for the variation of S at the age
of the meteorites compared to its value now ∆αS
αS
= (0 2:1 10−4).
On the other hand, quasar absorption systems present ideal laboratories
to test the temporal variation of the fundamental constants. The continuum
spectrum of a quasar was formed at an epoch corresponding to the redshift
z of the main emission details with the relation obs = lab (1 + z). Knowing
that the ratio of frequencies of the hyperne 21 cm absorption transition




where gp is the proton g factor and mp is its mass, we can
translate a change in x into a dierence between the measured redshifts of







Thus, combining the measurements of optical and radio redshifts, one
can obtain bounds on x: ∆x
x
= (0:7  1:1)  10−5 at z = 1:776 [15], ∆x
x
=
(0 1:2) 10−4 at z = 0:69 [16] and ∆x
x
= (0 2:8) 10−4 at z = 0:52 [17].
These bounds on x-variations, when assumed coming solely from the change
of mp proportional to QCD, can infer bounds on S-variations. Moreover,
observations of molecular hydrogene in quasar absorption systems can be





< 2  10−4 at z = 2:811 [18], and this, in turn, would imply
a bound on S-variation under a similar assumption to that for the other
quasar data.
Taking the data described above, with more \reasonable" choices for tc,
we have performed a statistical analysis using MINUIT with H0 = 6:64 
10−11yr−1 and obtained the following results for the free parameter in the
model l
Lp
with 99 % of condence level:
l
Lp




= (2:5 8:9) 10−25 for tc = 0:7t0
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and we could check that, as long as tc is far from the unnatural \ne tuning"
situation, we always get l shorter than LP by too many orders of magnitude
in clear conflict with the postulates adopted in the framework. Even though
length scales shorter than the Planck-Wheeler length LP might enter physics
in the context of \new" theories, namely superstrings, it is extremely unlikely
that our tiny l could be accommodated so as to recover the axioms of the
Beckenstein model. Since the assumptions of this model are reasonable, our
test then, due to QCD vacuum corrections, excludes any direct generalization
of the model to QCD and consequently rules out S variability in accordance
with the strong principle of equivalence.
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